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NEWS LETTER NO 13

UPDATE 27/06/2013  Dorset/Devon boarder
           Charmouth and Lyme Regis are 2 villages on the durasic coast,
both pretty and nice places.

 
         We are staying on a private site affiliated to the caravan club. It is also 
registered with A.C.S.I. Which is a Dutch company, who monitor sites through 
out Europe. One thing they do is for a fee of £13.50 you can get a discount 
card.All sites in the scheme offer a out of peak season fixed price of !6 Euro a 
night.
        This is a 5* site with indoor pool, we are on hard standing, with 
electric, water, and a waste There is a great laundry facity, good speed wi-fi 
and a well designed drive over drain for motor homes. All this for £13.83 
with a A.C.S.I. Card. Booked through the caravan club it would have been 
£21.50 This more than pays for the joining fee. This is the first time we have 
used it in the U.K. But we have used it a lot all over Europe.

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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Wood Farm Caravan Park

Quote of the day
             NEVER LET THE GRASS GROW UNDER YOUR CAMPER
                                     MOVE ON
                        (there are a lot more places to see)

UPDATE 30/6/2013 Devon
                 Peco is a model railway accessory maker (I always thought of it 
as being a European company). But it's not, it started in 1946 and still is in 
the small Devon coastal village of Beer. Over the years the factory has 
expanded and they have turned the whole site into Pecorama which is a 
railway based theme park, with train rides, play areas, fantastic gardens, 
restaurants, pullman cafe, great model layouts and a fantastic shop. 
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          Our first stop in Devon is the town of Sidmouth with all its original 
caractor, with a good town centre and a sea front out of the 30's
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        At least the weather is getting warmer and we had our 2nd barbi of the 
trip.

To Conclude

                  DON'T YOU JUST LOVE WATERPROOF GEL
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